BOOKMARK DESIGN CONTEST 2020

INSTRUCTIONS:

Inside the black rectangle...
...draw the most fantastic bookmark imaginable!
Your design should celebrate one of the following:

☆ books
☆ reading
☆ mill valley library

Then, put your FIRST name and age below. You should ALSO fill out the back of this page!

first name: _______________________
age: _______________________

☆ The contest is open to kids age 2-13.
☆ Submit as many entries as you want.
☆ Artwork must be entirely that of the person whose name is on this form.
☆ Return entries to the marked box outside the Library by Sept. 30th at 5pm.
☆ Positively no late entries!

Program made possible by the Mill Valley Library Foundation and the Friends.

375 Throckmorton Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 389-4292 x4  |  millvalleylibrary.org/kids

DON’T FORGET TO FILL OUT THE BACK!

*Sorry - 2019 winners are not eligible to win in 2020.
PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM COMPLETELY!

your full name: ____________________________

your age: _________________________________

your phone number: _______________________